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THESE notes were circulated to the 

delegates of the Indian Labour Conference, 
by the Ministry of Labour as background 
material to help the Conference m 
discussion of the subjects on the agenda.

These notes are being reproduced for 
a study by the members. They shouldbe 
read along with the decision of the 15th 
I.L C. published separately.

2 8.8.1957 S8 A. Dange

Two important aspects of wage POliJj o^prlnclpXs to 
Second Five-Year the emectations of the working

SVtlr^lr^^e^ ^te7 towage oar Js where

S the 

appointed to settle these principle .Th v Commission
is 

proposed to he undertaken soon became available. In the 
meanwhile, the Planning Co^s^set^a  ̂
^^o^aSing suitable guide-lines for settlement of wage 

demands.
2. No specific terms of reference ^e^f ormed Jor the^tudy^ 
Ml* u^for authorities appointed for fixation of 

wages.

3. The 
October ,question of wages. It then *Pg|U7tL7(777aRep77 This 
material which could be pres|nted m fcthat rather than drawing 
Sub-Group recommended to ^eStu^ prepared
up a. formal report it would be better 11 not^ ^P 
?hi7b77n27 Th7 ™an ^proved by the Study Group 
|nd the following notes have been drawn up.

(a) Some general principles in the determination of 
industrial wages in India. (Append x-

(b)...
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(b) Principles of Wages Fixation( A Study 
of Industrial Awards) ( Appendix II )

(c) Determination of Minimum Wages( Appendix III)

(Note-(d)- has been dropped as it contains too many 
statistical tables and contains no useful conclusions.-SAD)

I

WAGE POLICY

Some General Principles in the Determination 
of Indus trial‘~Wa,ges in India"

An important issue which has been agitating the public mind 
in recent years is the question of wages. Considerable thought 
has been devoted to this subject by Government as well as employer 
and workers’ organisations. The problem of wage determination 
cannot be considered in isolation from the larger economic and 
social background obtaining in the country. A well conceived wage 
policy should be designed to secure(a) continued improvement in 
Ppnprai workers’ living standards, (b)reasonable
—----- — returns for the employers and (c) the
economic and social objectives of the community. These are 
inter-dependent considerations and there is, in theory, no 
antagonism between them at least in the long run. But, experience 
has shown that in■the delicate balance between fair wages to 
workers, fair profits to enterpreneurs and fair prices to 
consumers, the workers are often left behind, mainly because of 
their weak organisation^ and,not infrequently, it has been said 
that the interests of consumers or the community also go 
unrepresented. In this country, wage decisions in the past have 
followed more or less the strength or weakness of one party or 
the other in putting up a case. Such a situation necessitates 
active Government intervention to protect the interests of the 
weaker party. Even otherwise, in a planned economy such as ours, 
a certain degree of wage r ?gulation by the State becomes 
inevitable as an integral part of planning itself.

It is necessary that wage fixing authorities are guided by 
certain well laid principles agreed upon as fair . and not by 
arguments raised in the course of unequal and individual bargainin 
This is possible where all the concerned parties are allowed a 
fair share in the process of decision making. The machinery 
of tri-partite wage beards is intended to fulfil this long felt 
need. Such a wage board for the cotton textiles industry has 
already been set up. Establishment of similar boards for 
other industries is under consideration. In order to ensure 
that the decisions of wage boards are uniform as far as possible, 
it is necessary to lay down broad principles of wage determination 
which will be applicable to all wage earners irrespective of the 
industry in which they may be placed. In what follows, an attempt 
has been made to provide a framework within which the Wage Boards 
can draw up their recommendations for individual industries.

Payment of fair wages to labour was one of the cardinal 
recommendations of the Industrial Truce Resolution, which was 
accepted by Government in their Statement on Industrial Policy

issued on...
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issued on 6th April 19M-8 *. Folio-wing that acceptance, Government 
appointed the Committee on Fair Wages 

Historical which was a tri-partite body and included
background besides Government representatives,

eminent industrialists and labour
leaders. The Committee submitted a unanimous Report, setting 
out for the first time, criteria for wage fixation and 
progressive improvement of the wage structure. Following this 
Report, Government introduced in the Constituent Assembly 
(Legislative) the Fair Wages Bill whose provisions were closely 
modelled on the recommendations of the Fair Wages Committee. The 
Bill,however,lapsed on the dissolution of the Constituent Assembly 
and was not taken up later. The recommendations of all subsequent 
committees and tribunals have,however, been governed largely by 
the concepts laid down in the Fair WagesCommittee Report. The 
case for a fair deal to labour was strengthened when the Indian 
Constitution was adopted. Article of the Constitution lays down 
as one of the Directive Principles of State Policy that the State 
shall endeavour to secure to all workers " a.living wage” and 
’’conditions of work ensuring a decent standard of life.” The 
acceptance of a socialist pattern of society as the objective 
of State Policy and the Second Five Year Plan which has been 
drawn up in pursuance of that objective have given further fillip 
to the cause of fair wages in the recent past.

The Committee on Fair Wages outlined three stages in the 
process of wage evolution based upon the needs of workers.and the 
capacity of the employer. According to the Committee, "Minimum 
Wage" is an irreducible amount considered necessary for the 
sustenance of the worker and his family and for the preservation, 
of his efficiency at work. The "Living Wage", on the other hand, is 

the ideal which would enable the
The ’Minimum, Wage’ , earner to provide for himself and
the, ’ ” ba ir Wage *and his family, not merely the essentials
the” ’Living"Wage’ of life, but also a measure of

comfort. Between these two limits
is the "Fair Wage", the floor for which is set by the Minimum Wage 
and the ceiling by the capacity of the industry to pay. Its . 
actual determination would be further governed by the productivity 
of laboyr, prevailing wage rates in corresponding places and also 
the importance of the concerned industry in the economy of .the 
country. These different wage concepts, by their‘very definitions, 
are not rigid and gain meaning only as related to a particular 
place and time. Thus, what would now be considered a living wage 
for Indian conditions may not even satisfy the minimum wage 
requirements in countries with larger per capita income. It may 
even correspond to what might be considered as -the "minimum wage" 
in India itself at a future date, when the standard of living of 
the average Indian would have considerably improved. It is, therefore,, 
important that these limications of the definitions are always 
kept in mind by wage determining authorities„ 

♦
The fixation of a minimum wage is a simple task as compared 

to the fixation of a fair wage. The yardstick used for fixing 
the minimum wage is the cost of a 

Minimum Wage Fixation monthly budget for a hypothetical
“ average working class family - a

budget to meet minimum standards 
of food, housing,etc., recommended by nutrition and other experts. 
Allowance is also made for certain requirements like medical...........
* Government’s Industrial Policy Resolution of 30th April, 19%, 
besides reiterating the need for raising workers’ living 
standards and efficiency, urges joint consultation between 
management and workers and increasing participation of workers 
in the common task of development.

contd..



facilities considered essential for the maintenance of the workers’ 
efficiency. Calculation of wages at this level is essentially 
need-based. It was to meet the minimum needs of the worker and 
eradicate the evils of 11 sweating" that Government enacted Minimum 
Wage Legislation in 19k8.

The settlement of fair wages, however, is a complicated 
process and has to be based on a detailed study of multiple factors, 
including, inter alia, paying capacity of the industry, wage 

differentials and the social objectives 
Fixation of Fair Wages. of the community. These con
siderations require further elaboration.

It is difficult to define industry’s " capacity to pay". As 
pointed out by the Fair Wages Committee, it would be wrong 
to determine this on the basis of the capacity of 'a particular 
unit or the capacity of all industries in the country. The 
relevant criterion should be the capacity of a particular industry 
in a specific region and,as far as possible, the same wages 

should be prescribed for all units 
Industry’s capacity of that industry in the region.
To pay As regards the measure of the

“ capacity, it will, have to be
decided after allowing for a 

fair return on capital and remuneration to management and a fair 
allocation to reserves and depreciation so as to keep the industry 
in a healthy condition. In these matters, no rules can be drawn 
up for uniform application to all industries in different local 
areas, especially when the age of the machinery installed in 
different industrial units may be different. .These factors will 
certainly affect wages but at the same time, it is necessary to 
see that wages fixed after taking into account these considera
tions should not be very much out of line with wages in other 
industries in the specified region. Wide disparities often lead to 
avoidable industrial unrest.

Wage differentials, again, are a necessary concomitant of the 
wage system in modern industrial organisation and have been 
recognised as such in all countries,irrespective of their political 
and economic background. The differentials have to be worked out 

according to the degree of skill required, 
Wage. Differentials the strain involved, the mental and

physical requirements for doing the work, 
the disagreeableness of the task and so on. They should be 
adjusted in such a manner as to provide incentives to workers for 
advancing their skills, when all this is stated, it is still 
difficult to arrive at the quantum for a differential between 
two jobs. For this, it would be necessary to evolve a standard 
occupational classification with the job content for each 
occupation. The I.L.O.' Team of Productivity Experts who came 
to India in 1952-5*+ felt that kO per cent of the pay roll in Indian 
plants had been established by awards of Industrial Courts without 
the aid of work measurement cr job evaluation^ according to them, 
this resulted in anomalies blurring the relationship between 
earnings and work performed, and had an adverse effect on incentives. 
The ILO team had, therefore, recommended a thorough study of 
the relative levels of wages within each industry on the basis 
of a sound system of job evaluation. It is, however, necessary 
to bear in mind that in any attempt to re-draw wage differentials, 
employees everywhere attach great importance to prevailing 
differentials, be they scientific or not and often exercise 
pressure to maintain those differentials.. A scientific approach to 
the determination of wage differentials will not, therefore, be 
sufficient in itself, if it d does not carry with it a measure 
of social acceptance. What is really called for is a pragmatic 
approach supported, wherever possible, by scientific considerations

and the...



and the active participation of employers and the employed in 
working out and implementing a wage differential scheme.

In this context of wage differentials, the system of piece
rates has a number of advantages over time rates. The latter have 

no direct relationship to the 
Payment, by quantity and quality of
Results output produced or service
rendered. Piece rates, on the other hand, create an explicit 
link between additional effort and larger earnings. Moreover, 
they are free from the disturbing influence of time and make 
possible a comparison of wage levels, productivity,etc. between 
different units and regions. The Second Five Year Plan had 
also recommended the introduction of piece rates or payment by 
results in areas where at present this principle does not apply. 
The system of payment by results should be supported by adequate 
safeguards for workers, the main guarantees being a minimum(fall 
back) wage and protection against fatigue and undue speed up. In 
other words, on the one hand, the system of payment by results 
will have to be supplemented by a guarantee of a minimum quantum 
of work and employment. On the other, there will be need to 
ensure that the system does not work to the detriment of the 
health of workers. This could be done in either of two .ways, 
viz. either by placing a limit on the earnings of an individual 
worker, that they should not exceed the average wage by more 
than a given percentage or by working out piece-rates in such a 
way that they prove to be disincentive after the worker crosses a 
safe maximum output. One advantage behind a system of payment 
by results is that productivity increases are automatically 
reflected in increased, earnings and there is no room for arguments 
about the relative growths in. wages and productivity. The system, 
however, has its own limitations. The main difficulty lies in 
coming to an agreement with the workers on wage rates for a given 
output. The advantage of the system is greatest where the products 
and work processes are standardised and improvement in production 
can mainly be brought about in the speed with which production 
is carried out. Where the products and work processes are not 
standardised, difficulties arise in making adjustments for 
variations in quality, type of machine and type of product. 
Moreover, when piece-rates are sought to be applied to men 
whose value lies in their years of acquired skill, it would seem 
only fair to relate the reward to their technical knowle dge and 
know-how rather than to actual output. Even with these 
limitations, however, there appears to be considerable scope for 
extension of direct financial incentive schemes to increase 
productivity all-round.

Paying capacity and wage differentials apart, the determination 
of fair' wages has to be given a direction consistent with the 
pattern of society envisaged by the community. It is to be a 

socialist society, where there would be
Wage Policy and the full employment and growing prosperity 
Socialist Pattern as a result of increasing industrial

■ production and productivity. A wage
policy to facilitate the growth of such society has both its 
economic and social implications. From the purely economic 
viewpoint, it has to avoid exerting inflationary pressures or 
pressures on balance of payments, promote productivity and 
facilitate savings and capital formation. On the social side,it 
must move in the direction of securing, a reduction^of inequalities 
in income and wealth and a more even distribution of the national 
product. This problem of reduction in inequalities has many 
aspects, viz., ineaualities as between workers and employers, 
between workers in an industry and the community at large and 
among workers themselves. While wage policy has to be directed

towards •...
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towards lessening of the gap between the top wage and lowest wage, 
this has to be brought about by raising wages at the lowest 
level and not by reduction of higher wages. The grant of the 
same flat rate dearness allowance to workers in all income groups, 
dearness allowance at a rate proportionately decreasing as income 
increases - all have this effect,viz., to benefit workers with 
low wages more than those with higher wages. A progressive 
increase in wages at the lowest levels may also create a 
favourable condition for introducing standardisation of wages in 
the different industries.

In the determination of wages, it is possible that the 
economic and social objectives might, at times, clash. In trying 
to reconcile them, it must be remembered that economic efficiency 
is both a result and an essential condition for the satisfaction 
of legitimate social aspirations. People do not put forward 
their best unless they get as reward for their work what the 
current social and political climate dictates as fair. At the 
same time, an effort to push social objectives bey md what 
economic considerations warrant in the short run can only lead to 
disillusionment or a self-frustrating scramble. However, in 
all countries, wage determination is more and more being 
governed by social considerations. As pointed out by the Bank 
Award Commission, Labour’s " clamour for a fair deal must be 
appreciated and considered in the background of the social and 
political climate that prevails in the country today." Moreover,, 
there is also the practical consideration,viz.,the need to maintain 
worker satisfaction and industrial peace in the Second. Plan period. 
It is true that factors which have a bearing on the maintenance 
of industrial peace are many, but, there is no doubt that the most 
important among them are wages and matters related to wages.

It has been urged on behalf of labour that real wages continue 
to remain around pre-war level, which was just a subsistence level. 
It is further pointed out that productivity per worker has gone 

up, and that there has been a 
Labour’s contention large increase in industrial
for a wage"increase- production as comp a? ed with the
productivity corresponding increase in

industrial employment. Again, 
it is stated that the volume of profits has. gone up.with the 
consequence that the acceleration in economic activity has only 
benefitted the "non-wage-earning" class. .This is the line of 
argument advanced by the workers’ unions in asking for a wage 
increase. The argument that productivity increases may result 
as much from a greater or more effective use of materials and 
equipment as from increased efficiency of the workers does not 
carry conviction with them, because workers all over.the worId 
consider that they have a claim on sharing the benefits of 
increased productivity whatever be the cause thereof. This being 
the case, it is necessary that thebenefits of all productivity 
increases should be shared in fair proportion between employers, 
workers and the community. This would mean that wherever the 
workers’ claim regarding productivity increases without correspond
ing wage riases is borne out by facts of the case, there would 
be°a prima facie case for considering a wage increase. Even_ 
assuming that tEe workers’ claim for a wage increase is justified 
to some extent, it is difficult to see how they could be fully 
compensated for every rise in productivity. In a country where the 
demands for capital formation are heavy and will continue to be 
so for quite some time to come, the workers will have to. be 
content with a wage increase smaller than is warranted oy the 
increase in productivity. At a time when all-round austerity 
is called for, it is fair to expect the workers to contribute 

their share...



their share to the sacrifice. The argument for capital formation

Ce£ital_ 
Formation

cannot,however, be carried too far 
to prevent any wage increase whatsoeve 
The proposition that wage increases 
will transfer funds from the

enterpreneur class to the working class thereby curtailing 
investment and capital formation and increasing consumer spending 
is not always well-founded. It must be recognised that increased 
wages would lead to increased production and productivity and 
thus to increased profits, both by raising the efficiency of 
workers and by giving incentive to the employers to organise 
production more economically. Productivity increases are as much 
the result of wage increases as they are the cause thereof.

An important objective of the Plan is the creation of

Employment
additional employment on a 
substantial scale. This often 
raises the question whether the

working class should gain by way of more of them finding employ
ment rather than by an increase in the earning of those already 
employed. The reasoning underlying this antithesis is that 
the higher the rates of wages that have to be paid to those 
already employed, the less is the possibility of an increase in 
the numbers employed. To assume that there is always such 
antithesis,however, would be to take too narrow a view of our 
objectives. While employment has,no doubt, to be expanded, it 
cannot be argued that every wage increase would react adversely 
on employment. Nor is there any real gain in increasing the 
number of discontented employees. Each employed worker should 
be assured and paid a fair wage. A reasonable increase in the. 
present level of wage rates can act in a number, of ways. It will 
enable the worker,both physically and psychologically, to put in 
greater effort and raise production and productivity. The 
employer, for his part, may be expec tedto organise production 
more efficiently in order to make up for the increased wage cost. 
In fact, if the experience of industrially advanced countries is 
any guide, pressure, of the unions for wage raises has always 
been a powerful factor in bringing about ■ improvements in 
technological efficiency. Jis long as wage increases are 
reasonable, there is, therefore, no reason why higher wages and 
more employment' may not go together.

Among the considerations to be borne in mind in deciding on

Inflation
the merits of wage increases is 
also the question of inflation. 
Here again, no hard and fast

rule can be laid down as to when and whether wage increases are 
inflationary or not. It is only by an examination of specific 
cases that any judgement in this regal'd can be formed.

A review of social security measures is relevant in a

6ncj al Security
study of the possible effects of 
wage increases? because social 
security contributions affect 
wage costs as well as the funds

immediately available to workers for consumption expenditure. 
The question of increasing the contributions and benefits under 
social security schemes can be decided upon only after taking 
into account the wage levels of workers to whom.the increased 
contributions are to be made applicable. In this context, it is 
necessary to distinguish workers drawing minimum wages from 
those receiving higher wages and to see that social security 
schemes do not make inroads into the minimum wage. Where,,however 
the introduction of new social security.measures or improvement 
of existing ones is considered imperative, the wages of the 

° worker ...
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worker should be raised to a level which will ensure the worker a 
residue of minimum wages after his contributions to the social 
security measures are made out of his total paypacket.
Correspondingly, the benefits a worker gets under social security 
schemes must be allowed for in reckoning the requirements of a 
minimum wage.

Employers at times provide their workers with housing, 
education for workers’ children, canteen 
and recreation facilities and so on. These 
"fringe benefits" which are not the 

result of compulsory legislation, vary from employer to employer 
and no generalisation as to their nature and content is possible. 
Available information shows that as compared to tota^V per capita 
average earnings, the average money value of concessions granted 
to factory workers is not very significant. The fringe benefits, 
wherever they are made available, should be considered as a part 
of the real wages of the workers where they relate to goods and 
services which enter into the worker’s basket. The suggested 
procedure should, however, be adopted only with the consent 01 o e 
community of workers, be cause goods and services which they are 
none too keen on consuming cannot be forced on them and their 
value deducted from the total wage payment which they are enti le^ 
to.

It will be seen that wage determination is influenced by 
a number of factors,
economic as well as social,

General interacting between
, — themselves. With the
development of the social conscience of the community, however, th? 
social and ethical implications assume primary importance. At 
the same time,'in a planned economy, wage policy is not a 
matter of exclusive concern to workers and employers only, me 
wider considerations of planning for the benefit of the, 
.community as a whole have also to be borne in mind. It is againo 
this background that wage determination will have to be undertaken

II

Principles of Wage.. 
Fixation(A Study of 
Industrial Awards)



II

PRINCIPLES OF WAGE FIXATION 

( A Study of Industrial Awards )

’’The functions of conciliation and arbitration”, accor
ding to the International Labour Organisation, ”is to establish 
a compromise between the interests of the parties to the dispute 
and create a new basis for their mutual relations - that is to 
say to make law and not, as in the judicial settlement of a dis
pute on rights, to interpret it.” In this function of making 
law, the industrial tribunals in our country have succeeded in 
fair measure, and a good deal of case law on a fairly uniform 
basis has been built up regarding wages, dearness allowance, 
bonus, retrenchment, leave, etc., largely as a result of the 
functioning of the Appellate Authority. This study attempts 
to analyse the salient features of the industrial awards given 
up-to-date in so far as they relate to wage matters and to take 
stock of the case law built up thereon.

The industrial a wards themselves may be broadly classi
fied into two groups, viz; (a) awards which stand.out by them
selves without supporting cases and (b) awards which have a 
number of precedents and follow-up cases along similar lines. 
It is the latter group of decisions which go to build up case 
law over a period and it is out of this group that representa
tive cases have been quoted in this note. Even among the 
awards quoted, a large number relate to decisions of the Labour 
Appellate Tribunal and occasionally of the Supreme Court, be
cause it is these decisions which have generally guided lower 
tribunals and courts in giving their awards on a uniform pattern 
under similar circumstances.

While exhaustive source material in respect of indus
trial awards can be found in the original awards themselves, 
there are a number of periodicals like the Labour Appeal Cases, 
the Labour Law Journal, the Industrial Court Reporter (Bombay) 
and so on which report the more important cases. There are 
also various private publications containing digests of Labour 
Law cases. The first official attempt at an analysis of tri-. 
bunal decisions was made by the Labour Bureau, whose publication 
’’Industrial Awards in India - An Analysis” covers the period 
upto 1950. Awards toade in the subsequent two or three years 
were studied in a note prepared by the Planning Commission for 
official use. The present study is largely based on these two 
official publications and subsequent awards as reported in the 
Labour Law journal.

Minimum Wage, Fair wage and Living Wage

Regarding wages, the tribunals have generally followed 
the principles laid down in the Fair wages committee’s Report. 
The Committee recommended that thewages of an industrial worker 
must be such a s would enable him to haw not merely the means 
for bare subsistence of life but also for the preservation of 
his efficiency as a worker. For this purpose he must have the 
means to provide for some measure of education, medical require
ments and amenities. This is the minimum which he must have 
irrespective of the capacity of theindustry or his employer to 
pay. Thus the floor level of wages is to be determined keeping 
in view these considerations. According to the Fair Wages Com
mittee, the theoretical upper limit is provided by the concept 
of the ’Living Wage'. The ‘Living ’Wage ’ , however, could be 
regarded only as an ideal or a goal and the actual wage fixed

would have to be .,..
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would have to be based on the capacity of the industry to pay. 
This paying capacity has to be worked out not for an indivi
dual unit, nor for all industries in the country, but on an 
industry-cum-region basis.

The goal of a living wage for the worker has gained 
strength from the tribunal decisions. The Labour Appellate 
Tribunal have expressed the view that ’’with the socialistic 
pattern of society the living wage is probably nearer fulfil
ment than ever before, even as an expanding ripple gently 
reaches the bank” (1955 II LLJ 3^). The existing wage struc
ture, however, is still far from the living wage concept and 
besides displays a lack of uniformity. A considerable margin 
has been noticed between the top wage and the lowest wage and 
the raising of wages at lower levels by various tribunal deci
sions has somewhat helped to narrow down this gap.

Minimum Wage; The concept of a minimum wage for the worker is 
now absolute. In the dispute between Rajwani Transports Ltd., 
and their workmen, the Appellate Tribunal upheld the decision 
of the lower tribunal that paying capacity was irrelevant in 
the matter of minimum wage fixation. (1951 I LLJ 624) In fact, 
noexternal factor is allowed by the tribunals to interfere 
with the payment of minimum wages. For instance, availability 
of plenty of labour for service on low wages and the fact that 
the employer is a non-profit organisation have both been 
brushed aside as not being relevant. (1953 II LLJ 495) Again, 
lack of work is no reason for denying minimum wages to piece- 
rate workers. (1953 II LLJ 010) Similarly, in the case of 
Bombay Mutual Life Assurance Society Ltd. v. Their Workmen, 
the Tribunal took the vi -w that the ’’expense ratio” under the 
Insurance Act could not affect the payment of minimum wage. 
(1956 I LLJ 149) The elementary requirements of workers are 
the same irrespective of the industry in which they are 
employed (1954 II LLJ 341)

The principles of minimum wage determination were first 
fliscussed in detail by the Labour Appellate Tribunal in the 
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Case. (1951 II LLJ 327) In deter
mining the actual quantum of minimum wages, the Tribunal was 
guided by the standards recommended by diff rent authorities 
in the matter of food, clothing, housing, fuel and light and 
miscellaneous items and the finding of family budget enquiries 
in the locality regarding the percentage allocation of expen
diture on these items. The minimum wage was worked out on the 
basis of a family of 3 consumption units, a figure which has 
not always been uniformly adhered to. The quantum of minimum 
wage in a particular locality is generally worked out by the 
tribunals on the basis of incependent data and along the above 
lines. Where such data are not available, the minimum prevai
ling in the same or similar industry and in the same or neigh
bouring locality is considered. For instance, in the dispute 
between the Kanti Cotton Mills Ltd., and their workmen, the 
industrial Tribunal referred to the lack of data and fixed, 
minimum wages for the operatives on the basis of the prevailing 
level of wages in other concerns in the locality. (1952 I LLJ 
261 ) Sometimes, the scale awarded is the same as the one recom
mended in the very recent awards.

The award of minimum wages for any particular group 
of workers does not prohibit them from advancing claims for 
wage increases or employers from granting the same if they so 
desire. (1953 II LLJ 616)

Wage Differentials . . . .
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Wage Differentials: While the minimum wage thus fixes. corres
ponds to work put in by the lowest paid unskilled worker, wages 
for semi-skilled end skilled categories are to be fixed so as 
to reflect reasonable wage differentials. That such wage diffe
rentials should be based, not merely on historical factors and 
custom, but on the training required, skill, experience, effi
ciency, responsibility etc., has been gen rally agreed to. While 
some adjudicators have merely fixed the minimum basic wage for 
the least skilled worker and left the determination of wage 
differentials to negotiations between the employers end the 
employees, others have broadly classified workers into three 
categories, unskilled, semi-skilled :nd skilled and fixed sepa
rate rates groun-wise. In McLeod Co. Ltd., V. Their Workers, 
it was decided that work which was more arduous, intricate and 
varied and required a higher degree of intelligence, alertness 
and skill was entitled to better scales of pay (1953 II LLJ 544) 
The tribunals have preferred the system of grades also as pro
viding incentive for workers. Supporting the system the Appe
llate Tribunal have stated, 'this system would provide a good 
incentive to new hands engaged to improve and acquire greater 
efficiency in their work.” (1953 II LLJ 503) Division of staff 
into grades should be a long-t°rm arrangement consistent with 
the nature of work and. responsibilities of the employees. (1953 
II LLJ 776).

Equal pay for equal work: Equal pay for equal work is recog
nised. Expressing themselves in favour of equal pay for men 
and women workers, the Industrial Tribunal, Ernakulam, stated, 
%Ecual wages for equal work is a principle worthy of acceptance 
and is one accepted by the I.L.O.” (1954 I LLJ 359) The prin
ciple is not confined to equality between the sexes. In Burmah 
Sheel etc., v. Their Employees, it was ruled that "if any dis
tinction be made between graduate clerks and non-grad.uate 
clerks for doing the same job, it may give rise to heart-bur

ning and create industri al unrest.” (1954 I LLJ 737)

Fair Wage: In the cj se of Fair images also, the Tribunals, have 
been guided by the recommendations of the Fair Lages Committee 
and the award of the Labour Appellate Tribunal,in the case of 
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. That the capacity to pay should 
be determined with reference to the industry as a whole, and not 
with reference to a particular unit thereof has been upheld in 
the above case. Lt was argued on behalf of workers that the 
mill had the capacity to pay a higher wage as compared to,the 
other concerns and that the Tribunal should decide accordingly. 
The Tribunal, however, refused to be guided by,thepaying capa- 
c ity of an individual concern, stating that this was likely to 
lead to unfair competition,’’placing, in the hands of a, unit able 
to pay higher wages, a weapon to drive out its competitor — 
another unit of the same industry from the field”. Ln subse
quent cases also, fair wages have been,fixed,, taking into con- 
sidergt ion the capacity to pay (det mined on the industry-cum- 
r°gion basis) and the wages prevailing in the same or similar 
concerns in the locality. Thus, in Bihar, generally, the 
Industrial Tribunals have recommended the same wage rates as 
tho^e obtaining in concerns such a s the Tata iron and Steel Co. 
The"industrial Tribunal in the dispute between the Indian Cable 
Company and its employees observed as follows: ”It is sufficient 
to soy that there is no reason why the Indian Cable Co. should 
oav wages at lower rates than those paid by three important 
concerns of this town. In the int rests of peace, as well as 
on thsground of equity and justice , 1 decide that the Tata s 
scales of wages should be adopted...”

of wave settlement: Questions of remuneration 
tatic and there may "be genuine cases for revision. AtLong-term 
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the same time, it has to be remember'd that wage arrangements 
cannot be lightly disturbed. Normally, a basic wage once fixed, 
should stand for a reasonable period of time unless some sub
stantial change of circumstance intervenes. In the dispute 
between.Andhra Cement Co. Ltd., and their workmen relating to 
a.revision of the incremental grades, the Industrial Tribunal, 
Vijayawada held that ”in view of the settlement between the 
parties a while back, the time to review the s ettlement has not 
yet arisen”. (1952 I LLJ 111) Moreover, the increase in wages 
is recommended only in cases where the concern or the industry 
has. been £ble to stabilize its paying capacity at a higher point. 
Revisions in the light of profits made in a particular year are 
not advocated. (1952 I LLJ 507) The long-term nature of a wage 
settlement was well brought out by the Appellate Tribunal in 
Aspinwall 4 Co. Ltd. v. Their Workers, where they held that 
once the basic wagb is fixed in a manner which does not suggest 
any unfairness, it should stand for a reasonably long time, 
irrespective of the fact whether the original fixation was 
effected through arbitration, conciliation or adjudication. 
”Eve»n in thecase.of an ordinary agreement, if it is arrived at, 
not between the employer, and the industrial workers, but bet
ween the employer and a bonafide workers’ union, a prime facie 
presumption should, in our opinion be taken to arise that what 
was agreed to between the parties was considered fair by them. 
. . and should not be allowed to be lightly disturbed within 
a short period of time . . (1955 II LLJ 270)

Wage claims, for strike periods and lock-outs: Wage claims for 
strike periods and lock-outs, have been decided by the tribunals 
on the basis of a uniform principle viz., that the party decla
ring a strike or a lock-out should not be made to suffer if the 
strike or lock-out was decided upon on reasonable grounds. In 
deciding the reasonableness thereof, various considerations 
like whether the strike or lock-out was legal, justified, occa- 
sion-'d by an unfair labour practice or provoked by the actions 
of one party or the other and so on have been taken into account. 
Thus, it was decided in Hanuman Jute Mills v. Their Workers 
(1953 II LLJ 6^4) that workers were not entitled towages 
during period of lock-out when lock-out was justified. For a 
decision in favour of workers in the matter of wages for strike 
period, where strike was considered legal and peaceful, refe
rence may be had to Ambioa Jute Mills v. Their Workers ( 1954 
I LLJ 835) In another case, it was decided by the tribunal that 
workmen were entitled to full wages for the strike period where 
the strike was not illegal or unreasonable, though strike demands 
were negatived subsequently during adjudication (1954^1 LLJ 859) 
In yet another case, workers were awarded half wages for the 
strike period where the strike was considered ”a bit unreaso
nable” .

are usuallyBasic Wage and Revision of Base Period: Basic wages 
fixed in relation to the cost of living index obtaining in a 
^oocified base year. There is no uniformity in the choice of
the base year, though the pre-war year of 1939 is predominantly 
used. It is best to leave existing arrangements in this respect 
unai sturbed for the present till a uniform revision of basic 
wages is effected on the basis of s more appropriate base.year. 
Thus, in the Burmah Shell Oil Co., case, the Appellate Tribunal 
reiected a plea for stabilising basic wage for unskilled workers 
^t cost of living index 180 (with 1939 as base) on the ground 
th-t such a step would lead to anomalies and consequent. indus- 
tf’inl unrest when the general wage structure obtaining in Madras 
was based on the inoex 1939=100. (1953 II LLJ 237) , It is always 
possible to adjust the dearness allowance to correspond to the

base year in . . .



5base year in relation to which basic wages are fixed; after all, .^o^al pay Packet which matters to the worker. When the benefits of provident fund, state insurance, lay-off, retrenchment relief etc., are calculated on the total emoluments, viz., basic wage plus dearness allowance, and it has become a settled principle to calculate bonus only on basic wage, the tribunals feel that consolidation of dearness allowance with basic wage can have no practical advantage........... on the other hand, it would upset the established differentials and would create unnecessary ferment all over India for refixation of wages which would be without any real merit or justification... •” ( 1955 LAC 99-102)Dearness AllowanceWith thesystem as it is, any rise in the cost of living beyond the base period level has to be compensated for by dearness allowance. It has thus been ruled thatrise in the cost of living index is a subject more appropriate to the question of. dearness allowance and cannot be a ground for a wage revision. (1952 LAC 56).Dearness allowance is usually fixed either unrelated to cost of living index or linked to the cost of living index. Between these two methods, there are more variations. Where the dearness allowance is not related to the index, it can be either a flat rate for all income groups or a slab rate. system where the amount of the allowance varies according to income groups. Similarly, where the allowance is linked to the cost of living index, it could be either (a) a flat rate irrespective of income groups, (b) on a scale graded according to income .groups or (c) at rates diminishing as the index rises. It is difficult to say which of these sy terns has been advocated more frequently by tha adjudicators over the Past 3 years. The gjieral policy has been not to disturb the prevailing system except in exceptional cases. The pros and cons, of the different systems have b..en discussed in detail in literature.on wages and we are not repeating them in this brief analysis. A study of the awards, however, shows that adjudicators and tribunals have laid down a particular system in preference to others after taking into consideration various factors such as the extent of neutralisation aimed at, the capacity of theindustry or a concern to bear the financial burden, the practice obtaining in similar concerns in the locality, the.past practice in the concern itself, ths feasibility of linkingthe allowance to a cost of living index number etc. In some cases, the adjudicators have had to recommend a flat rate out of necessity due to absence or unreliability of cost of living index numbers. The choice of method woulu thus appear to be dictated by individual circumstances. Gen rally speaking, it would appear that a flat rate unrelated to cost, of living is more suited to small concerns, and a rate linked to cost of Tivin£r ind^x to larger concerns. Thus, in Madras, Mgss Labour Unions, v. Artisan Press Ltd., Madras, the Appellate Tribunal declared, ”As observed by the Rao Court of Enquiry,. simplicity and uniformity dictate a single rate forall. Taking into consideration the past practice obtaining in this concern as w°U as in many of the small-scale industries in West Bengal ss well as some other States, we think that the tribunal has t-k«r a correct view in maintaining the flat rate of dearnessOn the other hand, in the Indianallowance”. (1953 II LLJ 50S).Oxygen and Acetylene Co. Ltd., ,out that there had been several awards against engineering, comnanies in Bombay in which dearness allowance had been linked diractlv to the cost Of living index number and concluded that was a more scientific system. (1953 II LLJ 711)
v. Their Workmen, it was pointed
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The two main considerations which have been recognised 
as governing the quantum of dearness allowance are the capacity 
of the concern to pay and the extent of rise in cost of living. 
(1953 II LLJ $45) bnlike in the case of minimum wages, rigid 
payment of dearness allowance to allow for complete neutrali
sation is not imposed irrespective of capacity to pay. Thus, 
in Brahmachari Research Institute v. Their Workers, the tribu
nal felt, ’’This is no doubt inadequate in the present times. 
But, considering the bad financial plight in which the company 
has landed itself, I cannot entertain any claim for the increase. 
• • ” (1954 II LLJ 224) For the same reason, the Bombay Indus- 
trial Court in its award relating to the Bombay Municipality 
rejected the claim of the employees to be paid nearness allo
wance on the cotton textile scale. The argument was that the 
Municipality was a body in which the profit-making motive was 
absent and its capacity to pay was limited. Such instances 
can be multiplied. On the other hand, it has to be remembered 
that the concept of an irreducible minimum wage will lose all 
meaning if, after its fixation, any rise in the cost of living 
is not neutralised at least to a reasonable extent. This was 
perhaps why, in the National Tile Works, Feroke v. Their Work
men, the Appellate Tribunal held, ”In this concern the minimum 
basic wage is too low and hence it has necessarily t o be supple
mented by dearness allowance with a view to make a near approach 
to the subsistence level. It is true that the financial posi
tion of the concern has to be taken into consideration when 
fixing the dearness allowance, but not so that the dearness 
allowance falls below a certain level.”

Extent of Neutralisation; Complete neutralisation of the rise 
in the cost of living is not generally favoured by the tribunals. 
On the one hand, such neutralisation is stated to yield figures 
which pre not realistic and which have to be toned down to make 
them realistic. The Nagpur Textile Enquiry Committee have 
observed- ’’dearness allowanceneed not necessarily be such as to 
neutralise completely the whole of the rise in the cost of 
living . . . owning to roughly 25 per cent of total expenses, 
being of the nature of a fixed charge, the scale of dearness 
allowance which we are recommending would.... effectively compen
sate for practically the whole of the rise in that porition of 
the expenditure which is susceptible to short period changes in 
the cost of living,” A rigid line cannot be taken on this view 
since the market basket of the worker itself changes over a 
period. On the other hand, a view has been expressed that the 
worker must share with his fellow citizens the burden of the 
increased cost of living. This view is reflected in the Nelli- 
marla Jute Mills case where the Appellate Tribunal stated, ”We 
think that the rate fixed by the tribunal is reasonable, for 
it still leaves about 34 per cent burden of the higher cost 
of living on the workmen.” (1953 II LLJ 515) Moreover, a cent 
per cent neutralisation, it is feared, will lead to an infla
tionary spiral. This view vps expressed by the Appellate 
Tribunal in the Buckingham Mills case (1951 II LLJ 314) and 
the Burmah Shell case (1951 II LLJ 300) The principle has 
been followed in subsequent awards by tribunals. There is 
however no specific percentage which is considered appropriate 
to all cases. Even theBege Committee which recommended a 50% 
neutralisation pointed out that where there was capacity to 
pay more, the minimum might be exceeded and it was for the 
tribunal to fix the rate .

The extent of neutralisation is fixed by the tribunals 
after taking into consideration various factors. Each indivi
dual case is decided on its own merits. As stated by the 
Appellate Tribunal (1 952 II LLJ 6151) ’’dearness allowance has

to be fixed . . .



to be fixed taking into consideration, the total emoluments of 
the workers; that in concerns paying a low basic wage a high 
dearness allowance may be necessary and in concerns paying a 
high wage necessary adjustments may have to be made to dearness 
allowance; that in considers ting the total emoluments, the value 
of amenities like free quarter, water and light will also have 
to be considered”. Sometimes, the tribunals adopt a known 
scale in a concern or industry located in the same area and 
having comparable capacity to pay. It does not matter if the 
industry thus chosen is different from the one where the dearness 
allowance has to be fixed, since the considerations governing 
dearness allowance have nothing to do with the nature of industry. 
’’There is nothing wrong in the dearness allowance of a cement 
concern being linked to the Ahmedabad textile scale, for in 
Bombay itself, engineering concerns have their dearness allo
wance fixed in proportion to the Bombay textile scale”. (1953 
II LLJ 847).

Subject to these principles, a stable policy is adopted 
and quick revisions of dearness allowance ana adjustments to 
minor fluctuations in the cost of living in the cases where.the 
system is not automatic are discouraged. In the ^anpur Omnibus. 
Service case, the Appellate Tribunal observed, ”The cost of living 
is subject to occasional variations of a minor character and 
fluctuations at intervals and in our opinion the period of 18 
months is not long enough to justify the question.being re- 
agitated”. This principle has found application in subsequent 
tribunal awards also.

Bonus

Until quite recently, whenever the workers made demand 
for the payment of a bonus, the primary. objection raised by the 
employers was that bonus was an ex-gratia payment dependent on 
their good will and could not be the subject matter of adjudi
cation proceedings. In some of the disputes, the adjudicators 
took a juristic view of the demand for bonus and held that the 
demand of the workers could be sustained only if it was proved 
that there was an explicit or implied contract between the 
parties. Such a juristic view, however, has not been.taken by 
a majority of the adjudicators. xn the upbore Electric Supply 
Co. case, Mr. J.Cowley remarked, regarding bonus, ”It is quite 
obviously not a legal right which can be enforced in a court 
of law ... On the other hand, there is equally no doubt that 
the advancement of economic thought and industrial relations 
had led to a state of affairs where the workers’ claim for a 
share in the profits of industry may be legitimate and may have 
a certain moral and economic right.” These initial doubts regar
ding the character of bonus payment have, over a period.of time, 
given place to a settled set of principles determining its nature. 
As a result, bonus is no longer regarded as an ex-gratia payment 
or a deferred wage or a share in profits. A claim for bonus rs 
now regarded as ”a claim of right against an employer to enable 
the workers to make good at least to some extent the gap which 
is always found to exist between the wages being actually paid 
by the employer and a living wage...” (1956 II LLJ 724) Bonus 
partakes of the nature of wags payment by virtue of its peing 
payment for work done. As stated by the Saurashtra High Court, 

”.... the original ex-gratia nature of the payment of bonus has 
.... come to mean a part of the legitimate remuneration”. {1954 
II LLJ 434) All the same, as pointed out by the Supreme Court, 
bonus is not a deferred wage, 'because if it were so, it would 
necessarily rank for precedence before.dividends”. (1955.LAC 6) 
Again, bonus cannot be equated to profit-sharing, since it has 
been ruled that it must bear some relation to wages. ”It is an
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attempt to shorten the gap between the living wage and the actual 
wage paid to the workmen. It must bear some relation to wages...” 
(195b I LLJ 154).

Thus, bonus has now come to be considered a sort of addi
tional income for workers. Though unpredictable in the size and 
timing of its payment, it often forms a sizeable proportion of 
the worker’s total annual remuneration, ana is eagerly awaited 
by workers. Bonus disputes have predominated in the last few 
years among industrial disputes; this, in spite of the fact that 
principles governing the determination and payment of bonus are 
now fairly well-settled. Under the circumstances, the disputes 
mostly center round the detailed application of these ppisciples 
to each individual case.

According to the Supreme Court of India, demand for bonus 
can be justified” (1) when wages fall short of the living stan
dards and (2) the industry makes huge profits part.of which are 
due to the-contribution which the workmen make in increasing pro
duction. The demand for bonus becomes an industrial claim when 
either or both these conditions are satisfied.” (1955 LAC 5) The 
term ’huge profits’ in the Supreme ^ourt decision has been inter
preted by the Appellate Tribunal to mean ’prosperity of the 
concern’. They have further explained, ”it is nop unreasonable 
to assume that all that the Supreme tourt meant was that workmen, 
in order to entitle themselves to bonus, should contribute to 
earning profit by helping production.”

The ’Available Surplus’ Formula: Subject to these conditions, 
’’bonus can only be claimed by the workers with reference to the 
trading result of the industry concerned for the period of the 
claim.” (1953 II LLJ 451) The quantum of bonus payment is now 
determined on the basis of what has come to be known as the 
’’available surplus” formula, laid down by the Appellate Tribunal 
in the Full Bench case of the Millowners’ Association. (1952 II 
LLJ 124) By this formula, the available surplus is determined 
after allowing for all prior charges viz., (a) depreciation 
according to income tax rates, (b) income-tax (c) fair return 
on capital, (d) fair return on re serves.utilized as working 
capital, (e) any additional maount required.in excess of the 
depreciation for the purpose of rehabilitation, replacement and 
modernization of machinery. (1955 II LLJ 43&) While this formula 
does provide for some elasticity in matters like return on 
capital so as to allow for differences in industries and con
cerns, as to certain other charges like normal statutory.depre
ciation, it is so stated as not to be susceptible of.deviations. 
By the various tribunal decisions, the onus for proving that 
there is an available surplus is now squarely laid on the workers. 
(1953 II LLJ B59) On the other hand, the employers have to 
prove to the satisfaction of the tribunals the priox charges 
claimed by them, by appropriate evidence. (1 955 II LLJ 152)

According to the available surplus formula, after the 
residuary surplus is determined, ”the quantum of bonus must 
depend upon the relative prosperity of the concern during the 
year under review, .... the needs of laoour at existing wages 
. . . .employees’ efforts; and even when we have mentioned 
all these considerations, we must not be deemed to have exhausted 
the subject. Our approach to this problem is motivated by the 
requirement that we should ensure and achieve industrial peace. 
This can be achieved by having a contended labour force...... 
and an investing public who would be attracted to the industiy 
by a steady and progressive return on capital”. In the dispute 
between rurmah Shell etc., tombay and their workmen (1953 II LLJ 
246), it was argued by the Appellate i'ribunal that ’’Bonus must 
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have some relation to wages and not to doubl'd or multiply it, 
fbr wages are not fixed solely on the capacity of the concern 
to pay. Care must also be taken to see that the bonus which 
is given.is not so excessive that it creates fresh problems 
in the vicinities, that it upsets emoluments all round or that 
it creates industrial discontent and the possible emergence 
of a privileged class”. The same tribunal had observed earlier 
in the case of Firestone Tyre and Rubber Co. (decision dated 
15/7/1952 in Appeals (Bombay) No.324 & 33 of 1951) that "where 
as in this concern, the available surplus is inevitably large, 
there is always force in the contention that thebonus should 
be substantial although it must necessarily fall short of the 
stage where it may tend to become profit sharing”. Though the 
quanfum of bonus itself is calculated on the surplus available, 
the Labour Appellate Tribunal have not so far set down what 
proportion the bonus will bear to the available surplus. As 
the Fifth Industrial Tribunal, West Bengal pointed out, this 
has probably been "advisedly done, because no hard and fast 
rule can be formulated -for this. It will depend on the com
pany’s financial position and also the future prospects”. (1953 
I LLJ 635) Moreover, in firms like Burmah Shell, Caltex and 
other oil aistributing companies the available surplus is 
usually very large and if bonus is to be declared on the basis 
of a fixed percentage of the available surplus, workers in 
these companies might receive a staggeringly large amount out 
of all proportion to their wages and also to the total ear
nings of■similar workers elsewhere.

In practice, bonus is usually awarded as a multiple 
of' the monthly basic wage or as a percentage of the total 
annual earnings. It is not possible to generalise and specify 
any typical or average level of bonus, because the number of 
months for which bonus is awarded varies in each individual 
case and depends upon the particulars affecting each case.
It may, however, be stated that even in cases of exceptionally 
large bonus, the amount paid.does not normally exceed six 
month’s basic wages.

~ The tribunals have felt that the nature of business 
and the part played by labour in earning, of profit must be 
taken into account in awarding bonus. Thus, where the business- 

tof a concern mainly consisted of import on indent basis of 
'machineries for sale, the efforts of the' employees in a small 
workshop maintained for replacing and repairing parts, in 
the earning of profits of the concern- were considered to be 
comparatively small. The tribunal, threfore, considered it 
not proper to grant more than roughly half the available sur
plus. (1955 II LLJ 23S) In Burmah-Shell etc. v. Their Workers, 
it was decided, ’’The persons who by the sweat of their brow 
helped to produce the articles of use would naturally be 
entitled to greater consideration in the matter of bonus, than, 
say, a workman who spasmodically operates a petrol pump; such 
distinctions must not be carried too far, but they are never
theless factors which would rightly•influence a tribunal in 
coming to a proper decision as to the quantum of bonus”. Thus, 
while the lower limit to Bonus is set by the surplus available, 
the maximum to be distributed is to be determined on the basis 
of other considerations.

Considerations other than these implied in the ’’available 
surplus” formula are considered irrelevant to the determination 
of the quantum of bonus. Reserve fund, if any, built from un
distributed profits of past years should not be taken into 
consideration nor the fact that in past years concern paid bonus 
despite loss (1955 II LLJ 25) In Muir Mills Co. Ltd. V. Its

Workmen, it was . • • •
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Workmen, it was held that payment of bonus by other concerns in 
the same place engaged in similar business could not be consi- 
uered to be a criterion to direct the company to pay bonus to 
its workmen in the- absence of available surplus during the year 
in question (1955 11 LLJ 29) _ To quote yet another instance, 
m Nellimarla Jute ^ills Co. Ltd. case, it wa s pointed out that 
lack of pr ctice in jute industry to pay bonus or historical 
cycle s . nece ssita ting provision for uncertain future in jute 
industry were irrlevant to determine bonus payment (1953 I LLJ 
®^5)_ Ideas of social justice have been ruled as out of place, 
particularly when the Appellate Tribunal have themselves incor
porated in their Full Bench formula the principles of social 
justice within appropriate limits. At a subsequent date, when 
the Appellate Tribunal themselves tried to import considerations 
of social justice in Muir Mills -^td. case, the Supreme uourt 
ruled on. an appeal made to it, ’’Social justice is a very vague 
and indetrminate expression and no clear-cut definition can be 
laid down whiciy will cover all the situations ... the concept 
of social justice does not emanate from the fanciful! notions 
of any particular adjudicator, but must be founded on a more 
solid foundation”. (1955 LAC 7)

. The question of eligibility to claim bonus has sometimes 
been raised before the tribunals. It was decided in Burmah Shell 
v. Their Workmen (1953 II LLJ 24o) that it was wrong to say that 
no bonus was payable just because workmen of a concern do not 
actually manufacture or produce goods. In clarifying the point 
that bonus must not be altogether unrelated to effort, it was 
stated 'by the Appellate Tribunal that clerks or labourers in 
the oil companies were not excluded by' the Full Bench-formula. 
’’Workmen who help to market the oil...thus contribute to. ’pro
duction’ according to the concept of economists... and so they 
are clearly entitled to bonus.” (1953 II LLJ 249) In another 
case, it was decided that management was under no obligation 
to distribute the amount set apart for bonus only to those who 
were ’’workmen” within the meaning of the Industrial Disputes 
Act. Both workmen and supervisory staff contributed jointly 
in raising profits and it was only .fair that supervisory staff 
were also given some share in bonus- (Bharat Romeo Pharmacy, 
Lucknow v. its Workmen)

It is now a settled principle that ’’workmen are entitled 
to a share of the profits only if they had a hand in earning 
those profits”. (1953 II LLJ 523) Profits which the company 
earned unconnected with efforts of labour are termed ”extraneoud” 
profits and are excluded from theoverall profits for determining 
the available surplus. Thus, in the Shalimar Hope Works case, 
it was decided that the company ’.s profits had been increased by 
a fortuitous circumstance of a quite exceptional character and 
so a good portion of the surplus had no connection with the 
productivity of labour. On the facts of the case, the rise in 
price of raw materials was due to the onset of the Korean War. 
(195b II LLJ 372 - 374) A similar view was taken in the Nelli- 

marla Jute Mills case (1953 II LLJ 51 B) In another case, the 
Appellate Tribunal decided that the amount earned as interest 
on the investment was unrelated to the employees' efforts, and 
as such the worKmen could not claim any share of these items. 
(1953 II LLJ 523)

While workers have put f'errward claims for inclusion of 
certain items on the income side of the balance sheet and ex
clusion of certain items from, the expenditure side so as to 
swell the surplus, employers have acvaneeo Counter-claims in 
the opposite direction. The disputes have, centered both round 
the items to be Included or excluded and their magnitude.

Questions like . . . .
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Questions like the rate of interest to be allowed on certain 
items, whether the assets .and liabilities at the end of the 
year should be valued at cost price or market pride,.at whole
sale or retail price - have all been argued before the tribu
nals. for instance, in the Muir Mills case, the tribunal de
clared that the bonuses for previous yet rs remaining unpaid 
could not be debited to trading account of year in question; 
similarly arrears of personal wages for previous years could 
not de debited; expenditure in suits between rival claimants 
to management was not business expenditure and must be excluded 
from expenditure side for determining profit.

Bonus is paid to workers who contribute towards profits 
in a particular year and out of those profits. Thus, while 
entertaining a claim for oonus, the adjudicators concern them
selves with the accounts of the company for the current year 
only.

It.may be argued that the practice of deciding bonus 
on the basis of only the current years’ accounts is rather 
unfair to workers. It may be stated that the workers cannot 
obviously share losses and that extraordinary profits in any 
year should be partially adjusted towards making up deficien
cies in other years by creating something like a "loss reserve”

An arrangement of this kind has been incorporated in 
the agreement concluded on 27-6-1955 between the Ahmedabad 
Millowners’ Association .and the Textile Labour Association 
whereby the workers have been assured a minimum bonus to be 
extent of 4.8 % (or 15 days) of their annual basic income for 
5 years, irrespective of profits and losses. This has been made 
possible'by providing for "set-off” according to which the 
mills which had to pay bonus to workers in spite of incurring 
losses would be compensated in any future year when they make 
profits. This provision envisages a ceiling of 25 % (3 months) 
for the bonus payable in any one year by the mills which would 
otherwise hwt to pay more than 3 months' wages as bonus to 
their workers according to the Appellate Tribunal formula. As 
far as the tribunals are concerned, however, the profits or 
losses incurred in past years are not adjusted to nor any notim 
taken of the anticipated favourable or unfavourable turn in 
the financial position of the company.

In one instance, however, where the company had its own 
fund for 'payment of bonus during years when there are no ade
quate profits” and the company contended that the fund was not 
maintained for paying bonus during theyears in which heavy loss' 
were made, the tribunal decided in favour of workers. ”In this 
particular case as I am of opinion that by payment of bonus 
from the fund especially set apart for the purpose, the finan
cial resources of the company are not likely to be affected to 
a large extent, some amount should be paid as bonus to the wor
kers.” (1951 I LLJ 64) But, the tribunals themselves have nev 
advocated ths creation of any such fund and have stuck to the 
practice of calculating the ’available surplus’ for each year 
separately. Thus, in the Mzam Sugar Factory case, the Appellm 
Tribunal ruled that the lower tribunal was in error in taking 
into'account a sum of Rs. 3*93 lakhs from the previous year's 
profits while calculating bonus for 1949-56. (1952 II LLJ 386) 
In the case of -Ganesh Flour Mills, it was argued by the Manage
ment before the Appellate Tribunal that the profits of the 
Company, were likely to go down if nCT XXXII of 1950 which 
authorised the coloration of vegetable ghee were brought into 
force. Rejecting the argument, the Tribunal observed, ”we may

at once say • • •
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°nce S8y.^hat the last mentioned contention does' not appea 
1 2r ln consxdenng the qu stion of bonuses for 1948-49 

we have to proceed upon the profits of that year. t”'’ ■ • 

profit m future years is likely to be less or not is not 
vant to the enquiry.” (1952 I LLJ 524).

Whether th-
re±t: -

Since bonus is paid to workers out of profits to which 
t^ey contributed by their labour, in Government 'Porcelain Fac
tory, bangalore v. Their Workers, where bonus for 1950-51 had 
been granted by the company, the decision was made that bonus 
mus^ be paid, to the 14 employees who had been in service in 1950 
51, but had been dismissed subsequently and were not on the 
company s pay-roll at the time of bonus sanction. In another 
case, bonus was. ordered to be paid to employees who had been 
dismissed for misconduct, because it was stated that bonus was 
payment. i or work done. In.yet another case, workers who were 
in service i or only a portion of the year were held to be eli
gible to get proportionate bonus- except those who had been dis
missed for misconduct involving financial loss to the company.' 
(1953 II LLJ 237) Bonus oeing an amount payable from profit 
of the year for which it is claimed, it is now almost a settled 
rule that demand f..r past years’ bonus should be rejected where 
accounts for these years- are settled a,nd such accounts, it hes 
been held, should not be reopened unless valid reasons erg 
adduced to do so. (1953 I LLJ 70S; 1954 I LLJ 21)"

The rate of bonus is almost always linked to 'basic wages 
r nd not to total earnings. This i.s to maintain wage differen
tials. As stated by the appellate Tribunal in the Burmah Shell 
case, ”xt.has been the general practice to divide the available 
surplus given as bonus in terms of basic wages and that prac
tice should not be di sturbed.... Further the idea of dearness 
allowance being added to basic wage for bonus would disturb the 
balance of wage differentials. The wage differentials represent 
as between the workmen ’per se ’ a more correct measure of the 
value of the work that they do for the purpose of distributing 
bonus and the wiser method of distributing the ’available sur
plus’ is to apply multiples -based on wage differntials, in other 
words on .basic wages. A uniform principle of bonus in terms of 
basic.wages would avoid many an anomaly and this should be the 
practice”. (1953 II LLJ 246) Again, discussing this point in 
Shangrila Food Products and their workmen, the -industrial Tri
bunal in the following terms. ”It is not right to deprive skil
led labour of higher bonus on the basis of basic wages as dear
ness allowance is fairly the same for all workers; that the 
Appellate Tribunal has consistently refused to allow bonus on 
the basis of dearness allowance as well”. (1952 II LLJ 382) 
Exceptions see, however, occasionally permitted where circum
stances justify. For instance, where basic wages and1 dearness 
allowance paid by the company were not properly determined on 
principles, the demand for bonus in terms of consolidated wages- 
must be held to be justified. (1954 II LLJ 396) Again, this 
practice may be followed when the basic wages are unduly low 
and dearness allowance is comparatively high, the total being 
'considered to meet the ordinary requirements of the workmen, 
on the ground that whet was being paid under the denomination 
of basic wages was a misnomer and a good part of the dearness 
allowance paid should be taken in essence to be part of what 
ought to have been basic wages”. (appellate Tribunal in 
Stanvsc. case 1954 I LLJ 4^B).

Certain types of concerns have sought to escape the pay
ment of bonus under special reasons. When the Bombay Electric 
Supply and Tramways Co., Ltd., was taken over by the Bombay

Municipality, the. . .
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months? th? wOrkers claimed that they used to get two 
to n salary ss bonus every year and they were entitl. .

? EF 13 Sfter thet?ke cver- The industrial Court.
^ver, held that as a consequence of the municipal!- 

undertaking, what might have been a legitimate 
claim on the part of the workers against the company which was 

with,a profit making idea was no longerso. The balance ofrun
the earnings derived from the working 
now be more properly styled a 
The “ ~ ■■■'comparison was made

of the undertaking could 
as a surplus and not as a profit.

- . ----  that in the case of Government railways
tne surplus is transferred to the Gen ral avenue. h different 
vitw has been expressed regarding a private non-profit-making 
concern, m,McLeod Co., -^td. , (Secretaries, Tea districts 
ebour Association) v. Their workers, the Tribunal took the 

view that the fact that the employers were not a profit-earning 
concern could not stand in the way of bonus being granted to 
its employees. They might have only an income and expenditure 
account and not a profit and loss account; nevertheless, the 
excess of income oyer expenditure in the year in question was 
virtually the. profit earned by the association and out of which 
bonus could be paid. Even in the case of Electric Supply con
cerns which are governed by the Electricity supply act which 
seeks to limit profits in the interests of the consumer, it has 
been ruled that there is possibility of having funds which

’ provisions of the Electricity Supply Act
(LIV of 1948) can be distributed as bonus on the lines of the 
ayailaole surplus xormula and that the Act does not absolutely 
tie down the hands of the licensee in paying bonus.

Since the payment of bonus is related to the workmen’s 
' ln relation to the profits earned the question has been

posed on various occasions as to how bonus is "to be distributed 
xn the,case of a parent company having various undertakings run 
at various branches. On this questionj ’’the decided cases fall 
under two broad arid distinct heads (A) and (B) as stated below:

. Those relating to companies which have branches in
aifferent parts of the country and whr e the nature of the 
business is the same in the head office and the branches. If 
they,do business as a single undertaking and maintain a common 
profit ano loss account and the head office directs the policy 
to be followed,by the branches in respect of sales, purchases, 
■capital expenditure etc., theprofit or loss of the entire 
concern a'nd not of a particular unit would determine the quan
tum of bonus to be awarded: vide....But where a company had 
several branches, one of which was at Lucknow and all aid the 
same business, but separate accounts were kept at the Lucknow 
branch as regards capital and profit and loss, as if itwere an 
independent unit, it w as held in Pipe Mill Mazqoor Union, 
•Lucknow v. Indian Humes Pipe Co. (1951 I LLJ 379) that the 
Lucknow branch must be regarded as a separate entity.

(B) Where there is a parent concern, but its undertaking 
at its.various branches or factories are different then ordina
rily each undertaking must be taken as a separate unit for dete 
mining the quantum of bonus, unless the profits of all the com
panies are pooled together and there is nexus of integration to 
make the unit an integral part of another unit of the same con
cern....»Nexus of integration has been explained as being 'some 
essential dependence of the one on the other oi' some unity of 
purpose or design or some parallel or coordinate activity toward 
a common end without whidh the. business of the one or the other 
could not be carried .on to proper advantages. '(1956 II LLJ 136 
& 137) An extreme example of this kind of situation arose when

employees of the.
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employee^ of the British India Steam ^avigation Co, Ltd 
Giving if th® J8Sis Of the world profits,
a T™ p^/p01310?1’ the Appellate Tribunal observed, "it is 
to fhf cislm-°f some 270 tally clerks in Bombay
from Vnrl na p^°±lts Ox thls global organization operating 
™ IV be mOre realistic to discover the figure
rV 8 ^dls Basis or on a larger regional area and discover 
the ovaliable surplus from such figures; and only if th-^t could 
be done, tnen it would be permissible to take as a basis of 
calculation..." the world profits. (1956 II LLJ 175).

Bonus is a payment which has to be made to a group of 
workers as a whole. "...profits are due to the cooperative 
-i-°^t o^ all employees and arise only from year to year and 
have been contributed to by the employees in that year". (1954 
i llj "The.quantum of bonus cannot be fixed on individual 
basis or according to the responsibilities and work done by 
each employee. . . to grant bonus to one section at a higher rate 
cmd.to the other at a lower rate would be the reversal of 
social justice". In Cawnpore Chemical Works Ltd., v. Their 
workmen, the Adjudicator, Kanpur stated that if certain emplo
yees in an establishment had to do extra work, they could be 
p8? . i or that extra work in the form of extra allowances, but 
not in the form of additional bonus. (1952 II LLJ 79) Discri
mination in the payment of bonus has been condemned by the 
Tribunals. In the Minakshi Mills Ltd., etc. v. Their Workman 
where the company had paid three months’ basic wages as bonus 
to one section of the workmen i.e., clerical staff and strong!’ 
opposed the giving of bonus to the non-clerical staff, the 
Appellate J-ribunal observed th=t such "invidious distinction 
will have serious repercussions on the harmonious relations 
between the management and the labour and may effect the indus
trial peace." (1953 II LLJ 522) In another case, where the 
issue of ruja Bonus was involved, it was ruled that "no case 
has been made out for any discriminatory treatment between the 
employees in the Calcutta Office and those of the mofussil 
offices in the matter of bonus (1953 II LLJ 547)

All doubts regarding claim of workmen to be paid bonus 
out of dividend equalization fund have now been set at rest. 
The Appellate J-ribunal observed in the Indian Vegetable Pro
ducts. Ltd. case that it would be contrary to the Full Bench 
decision if workmen should get the like amount as the share
holders, when they are paid dividends out of funds which have 
been built up over theyears to provide for payment of divi
dends in lean years and ear-marked for a particular purpose. 
In the Muir Mills case, the Supreme Court have finally ruled 
that "linking of bonus to dividend would obviously create 
difficulties. Because if that theory was accepted a company 
would not declare any dividends but accumulate the profits, 
build up reserves and distribute those profits in the shape of 
bonus shares or reduce the capital in which event the workers 
would not be entitled to claim anything as and by way of bonus." 
(1955 LAC 6) Similarly, claims of workers to reserve funds 
transferred to profit and loss account have also been ruled out. 
"To admit the claim for bonus out of the reserves transferred 
to the profit and loss account would tentamount to allowing a 
second bonus on the same profits in respect of which the wor
kers had already received their full bonus in the previous year. 
The labour force which earns the profits of a particular year 
by collaborating with the employers is distinct from the one 
which contributed to the profits of the previous years and 
there is no continuity between the labour forces which are 
employed in the individual concern during the several years. 
The ratio which applies in the case of the shareholders who 
acquire the right, title and interest of their predecessors-in
interest does not apply to the labour force..." (1955 LAC 7)

Since the
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Since the available surplus formula is now the only 
recognised method of determining the quantum of bonus for any 
particular year, it has been ruled that acceptance by workmen 
of any bonus offered by a company ex gratia does not bar 
their claim for additional bonusfor that year. Advancing the 
reasons for such a decision, the Sixth Industrial Tribunal, 
West Bengal stated, "It has been recognised that the workmen 
are not in a position to bargain with their employers on a 
footing of equality and very little choice is left to them, 
when the prospect of immediate payment of bonus is held out to 
the workmen and they are told that if they do not accept in 
full satisfaction what is offered they would get nothing until 
the question is determined by an adjudicator”. (1954 I LLJ 363)

Restrictions on the payment of declared bonus have been 
held to be unjustified by Appellate Tribunal since a claim for 
bonus is itself a claim made by workers to make good , at least 
to some extent, the gap between the actual wages paid to them 
and thelivingwage. Under such a circumstance, ”it is difficult 
to see how the industrial tribunal can force the workers to 
defer the enforcement of such a claim or even a substantial 
portion thereof...” (1956 II LLJ 724). Thus, when in the Lever 
Brothers case an appeal was filed against the Bombay industrip] 
tribunal award under which 1/3 of the declared bonus was order;, 
to be invested in securities to be realised and amount paid to 
workers at a later date, the Labour Appellate Tribunal ruled 
against such deferred payment, ^fter expressing its surprise 
at the deferment of bonus payment for a period of nearly 4 year 
the Tribunal said, ”we find that a similar condition, for what 
was considered by the lows r tribunals to be for the ultimate 
benefit of the workers, was incorporated in another award by 
ordering a portion of the bonus to be credited to the provider' 
fund account of the workers. This tribunal held such conditio? 
to be unjustified and it was ordered to be deleted from the 
award in the Burmah-Shell and other Oil Companies case. (1954 
I LLJ 21-25)”. (1955 II LLJ)

Some disputes have arisen out of regular past practice 
of concerns paying bonus without any reference to the trading 
results of the concern. In one such case (Martin Burns Ltd. 
v. Their workers), it was held by the tribunal that since the 
company has been paying two months’ basic wages as bonus to 
all workers irrespective of trading results for over ten years', 
it must be held that payment of bonus had come to be an implied 
term of contract ofservice. It was decided that in such a c as 
bonus so payable must be considered as wage within the meaning 
of sec. 2 (6) of Payment- of Wages Act. Thus, ? claim for bonus 
can also be based on an agreement to pay it irrespective of 
profits, as a condition ofservice. That agreement may be either 
express or implied; and where not express past practice may less 
to an inference of implied agreement. The practice must, how
ever, be unbroken and should have continued for ar appreciably 
long period to exclude the hypothesis of these payments being 
”ex gratia” or out of bounty. In such cases the principle laid 
down by the Supreme Court in Muir Mills case will not apply. 
That principle is confined to cases of profit bonus and^does 
not apply to cases of customary or contractual bonus. in the 
latter case, '’the liability depends exclusively on the express 
or the implied contract....” u955 II LLJ 678)

Production Bonus: The nature of Production Bonus was discussed 
by the Appellate Tribunal in case of Metal Box Co. of India 
(.1952 I LLJ 822). The Tribunal observed, ' there is a wide 
difference between production bonus and the bonus which the 
workers are entitled to claim at the eno of the year. A

production bonus .
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production bonus is a definite increase of emoluments according 
to a fixed scale and any workman producing more than the fixed" 
minimum automatically gets such a bonus. The bonus which the 
wor men Cxpim at the end of a year is an indeterminate quantity 

■ whether the concern has any available 
i the year and it has nothing to do with

which is dependent on 
surplus of profits in 
production as such.

”a production bonus is a healthy scheme for providing 
an incentive to greater effort, resulting not only in higher 
emoluments for the workmen, but also in their livelier apprecia 
tion 01 the dignity of labour. We are not aware of any case 
where the grant of suitable production bonus has not resulted 
in the improvement of relations between employers and workmen”.

Bonus has generally been paid unitwise except in case 
of established industries where the conditions of employment 
and prices are all standardised. In their case, bonus has 
sometimes been paid industry-wise. Thus in case of suvar mills 
in Uttar rradesn, Bonus was paid industry-wise by the Labour 
appellate ribunal (1952 1 LLJ 615). Bonus was paid industry- 
wise by ^he Full Bencn of the Appellate to Tribunal in Mill
owners Association case. (1950 II LLJ 1247) The Tribunal, in 
this case, however, exempted the- units which had incurred 
losses from payment.

Bonus and Incremental Beale: While as a step gap measure bonus 
serves as a useful tool to bridge the gap between actual wages 
and living wages to the extent possible, it has been well recc 
nised that it is only a stop gap measure and that a regular 
incremental scale of wages corresponding more nearly to the 
living, standard should be the normal long-term arrangement. Th., 
justification for incremental scales of wrages was put forward 
by the industrial Tribunal, Visakhapatnam.in the following ters
in Tungabhadra industries Ltd. v. Their Workers. (1956 I LLJ 6/ 
One reason why incremental scales should be preferred is that 
bonus is only.an interim arrangement. The second reason is th. 
with the passing of time, efficiency of the workmen increases 
and along with it their productivity may also increase and'thus 
counter-balance the burden of the increasing wage bill; except 
perhaps in the case of unskilled labour, for whom incremental 
scales, hovcv r, the industry should be in a position to bear 
the burden at present and the increasing burden in future. Not 
only the current financial ability, but also the financial sta
bility of the concern must be firmly>established before such 
scales can be fixed. Thinking almost on the same lines, the 
Appellate Tribunal expressed its dissatisfaction with short
term expedients such as bonus- ’’Firstly, the element of cer
tainty year after year is wanting. Secondly even if bonus is 
given, the rate would vary from year to year according to the 
variable prosperity of theconcern and lastly, unhealthy atmos
phere is generally created leading to perennial disputes over 
the question of bonus ano consequent disturbance of industrial 
peace and harmony which is so much desirable.” While expressing 
the opinion that increase in wages and/or granting of incremental 
time-scales both for time-rated and pi-ce rated workmen was 
therefore desirable, they stated that other weighty considera
tions must not, however, be lost sight of (1954 1 LLJ 654).

Retirement Benefits

Principles arising out of the awards of tribunals in the 
matter of retirement benefits were summarised by the Appellate 
Tribunal in Indian Oxygen and Acetylene Co. Ltd., v. Their 
Employees’ Union (1956 I LLJ 436). ”-t is now well settled by

a series of .................
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a series of decisions of this Tribunal that wh're an employer 
company has the financial capacity, the -workmen would be entitl'd 
to the benefit_of gratuity in addition to the benefit of a pro- 
vident fund...in considering the financial capacity of the con
cern what has to be ssen is the general financial stability of 
the concern... the factors to De considered before framing a 
scheme of gratuity are the broad aspects of the financial condi
tion of the company, its profit-earning capacity, theprofits 
earned in, the past, its reserves and the possibility of reple
nishing tee reserves, the claim of capital put having regard 
to the risk involved, in short, the financial stability of the 
concern, in the Kannan Devan Hills Produce Co., Ltd., case, the 
Tribunal w-re of the view that in the absence of a scheme for 
^unSi2nd emPl°y9es of. industries having a’future before them 
should have the benefit of the gratuity scheme even if such 
industries had a provident fund scheme. On the other hand, in 
Burmah Shell ecc.v. Their Workmen, (1953 LLJ II 237), the 
Standrad Vacuum Oil Co, was directed by the Appellate Tribunal 
to replace thepension and death benefit scheme started by them 
in October 47 by a provident fund scheme from 18th July 1953 on 
the pattern of the Caltex Scheme. Gratuity is a long-term 
arrangement and gratuity schemes must not be changed with every 
rise and fall in the fortunes of the employer (1954 I LLJ 02). 
The tribunals,aware of this fact, have been careful to reject 
appeals for retirement benefit schemes, wherever the financial 
position of the concerns justified such rejection. Thus, in 
Bruntion,& Co., Ltd.,v. Their Workers, a scheme for gratuity 
in addition to a scheme for provident fund was rejected on 
the plea of financial position. At the same time, the tribunal 
awarded a scheme for a limited period of sevan years for wor
kers who would not be substantially benefited by the provident 
fund scheme, "gain, in Madras Press Labour Union, Madras and 
Artisan Press Ltd., Madras, it was held that claim for insti
tution of a provident fund scheme within a year of the concern's 
incorporation was premature.

General Considerations

There are certain important general considerations ari
sing out of the study of wag-'' disputes in recent years. As was 
already stated, disputes regarding bonus predominat d ever among 
the wage disputes and the points of dispute in such cases were 
mostly on the details of application of the available surplus 
formula to individual cases. It is obviously not possible to 
evolve a rigid arithmetical formula which will be uniformly appli
cable to all cases of bonus payment, since such payment by its 
very nature depends upon the individual profits of each parti
cular concern year by year. Till incremental wage scales fairly 
near the living standard can be fixed for wage earnerp, bonus 
payment is inevitable, but that does not mean that1 there is no 
scope for reducting the number of wage disputes. A greater appre
ciation on the part of employers of the just principles involved 
in the available surplus formula and on thepart of workers of 
the undesirability of making unreasonable claims should go a long 
way towards reducing the scope for disputes r garbing bonus. A 
similar appreciation on the part of employers and workers of the 

just principles evolved by the tribunals regarding minimum wages, 
dearness allowance etc., can reduce the incidence of other wage 
disput-es also. While annual bonus can be a source of recurrent 
disputes in the absence of a proper perspective on the part of 
employers or workers or both, it is now fairly well settled by a 
series of decisions of the tribunals that settlements regarding 
wages etc., are to be definitely treated as long-term arrange
ments not to be disturbed wi til out sufficient case within short

periods. The .
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tinction hsv® sought to draw a dis-
or repine ^cisions which lay down a permanent scheme
theml^ve^ ^nciple fna those the effect of which exhaust 
nniS Xa h 3 slngle compliance. Thus, to illustrate the 

settling the schemes of provident fund and 
ty’ etpndardization of wages, fixation of scales, etc., 

u COme Und®r the former category while decisions about annual 
ter ’ ^statement etc., would fall in the Lt-

f ^t be legally permissible it would be highly
aTit intervals a scheme once settled
(1954 I LLJ 377) 6 conducive to industrial peace and tranquility”.

^^^sary tw-s last point is sufficiently 
°°fh p£rfc^?f; for’ in the absence of such appre- 

is.0?ly.t£>0 llkely that either may begin to take
1 d rp.pn^t. an courts in furtherance of just or

ot, there appears to be a tendency 
and workers to stake their claims 

hnn- +-4-• n , taken to the industrial tribunal in 
tne hope of getting alloweo at least a part of 
though it is difficult to prove this r _f_ ,v ’ 
tailed study. It may be only stated hei e~that 
based on a lack of understanding of each other 
leads.to avoidable disputes. The tribunals 

/bargaining by not awarding token advantages 
outside well-recognised principles 
far as possible, fairly long-t 
selves recognised this need as

lighly a resort to industrial < 
unjust claims. In point of fact 
on the part of both employers 
very high when a disput 
the hope of getting such claims;

point without a mere de-
such bargaining
s just needs, 

can discourage such
either party 

nd making all settlement
rm. The tribunals have them-

T.T^ 1 - _ ------ — csn be seen from Tata Oil Co.
In emending the grant of a higher dearness 

allowance for a satisfactory neutralizing of the cost of livin - 
wherever the facts justified such increase, the Appellate Tri- 

od?®rved.th^ ’’the grant of little token advances without 
any justification is unfortunate in the interests of industrial 

giving for the sake of giving in effect amounts to 
this that whenever.a case is referred toadjudication, reasons 
must be found to give a 'token increase’; and that to our mind 

effect upon labour, for they restlessly await 
period during which an award is in operation

has an unsettlin 
the expiry of th 
in order to make 
th?*- some little___  'token '
(1952 II LJJ S14-$17)

aims, confident in the expectation 
advance would always be forthcoming*'.

v.

There is another consideration which should not be lost 
sight of by.either party viz., the interests of the consumer and 
the larger interests of the country. This point is always li'abl 
to be overlooked in bilateral disputes, but the tribunals have 
fortunately taken notice of this aspect. Thus, in detailing the 
factors and consideration which should be kept in view in deter
mining the quantum of bonus, in Greaves Cotton & Co., Ltd., case, 
it was pointed out, "Furthermore, we must not be unmindful of 
the _impact of en unauly high bonus on the community as a whole". 
(1934 II LLJ 189) Again, in the Millowners’ Association case, 
the Appellate Tribunal repeated, while arguing that the present 
state of the textile industry was not such that it should be 
called upon to bear additional burdens, that a balance must be 
struck between the needs of labour and the capacity of the con
cern to pay "and we must not be altogether unmindful of the 
existence of the consumer." (1955 II LLJ 3^)-
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determination of the minimum
W A GE: The Concept of the Average Fam ily

by
level of

r dn a v^Ielfare State, the fixation of minimum wages 
livinT?nr th guld®d by the cost of ensuring a minimum 
K th® WOTEer and not by the work itself. In other words
the worker’s minimum monthly budget and not the nature of 
of wages. SQrVeS aS thG y^tick to arrive at the quantum

for evX-vwn^i^31^ Possible to construct a separate budget 
needs th erase So X Suit individual needs. Individual
even if XI rX? P °5.ch3ngln? over a period of time so that 
f^tf^llf flxe~d ln^vidually, they will have to be
reauirements to accord with the changing pattern of
born ou^of this of average or the standard family was
Zcess of and has been widedy used in the
the aXe many c°nntries. Ihe budget for
basket toSa bXtb tes_the cost of hypothetical market
the size of H has, therefore, to assume
number of woo-q6 famlly? ^ts age and sex composition, the 
are necessary to^rS therein and the goods and services whica 
livinp- T+- ? ° en3are the members the required standard of inevitable but^V? that Phase assumptions a?e
"there is not th93 P°inted out by the Fair Wages Committee, 
sizJ If the la®? m®aSuf® of unaninity of opinion as regard 
on thXubielt . ^ber considering different opini
culariv r. a i P^ctice m other countries and more parti
the eX?XUlti family budget enquiries in this com -,y

conceded that the standard Indian working class 
wifXndh?X, be reckoned as one consisting of the worker, his 
OnX hX c of\whom the husband was the sole earner.
XX?asis of Dr.Aykroyd’s formula as enunciated in Health 
XXiX X’ thls ylelded 3 consumption units per earner.

n pXXX waS tr,e?ted as I consumption unit and his wife 
,aa-.U*S unit, vho two children together were equated to 1.2 
XXXX Committee by averaging the coefficients
iOx children of dif±erent age groups and multiplying the average 
by two. The Committee also expressed the opinion that wherever 
family groups were found to consist of more than 3 consumption 
units per family, the actual number of earners in the family 
might be counted for the purpose of calculating the minimum wage 
per earner. &

The recommendations of the Fair Wages Committee in regard to 
the average family have generally been adhered to by the minimum 
wage comitittees and industrial tribunals. However, attempts have 
been made here and there to depart from the standard and in 
some cases, a departure has actually been made. For instance, it 
was argued before the Minimum Wages Committee(Residential.Hotels, 
Restaurants and Eating Houses) Bombay? on behalf of the employers 
that the hotel employees are mostly single individuals, and,therefore, 
their requirements should be considered on the basis of only one 
consumption unit. This argument was refuted by the Committee 
which stated, " It is well-known that the labour in urban areas 
is drawn from the villages mostly because of the pressure on the 
land or uneconomic holdings and such other causes. Thus 
pushed out of the village, the worker comes for employment to 
the town-or city, and finds a job either in a textile mill, other 
industry, trade or a hotel. His acceptance of a job in a hotel 
does not change the character or composition of the Indian 
family in villages." Moreover, the members of that Committee found 
on enquiry that the average size of the family of a hotel

worker...



excluder 93rners ?nd 3.09 dependents and
workers weJe not if raini™ wages for hotel
which had been tne P9S1S of 3 consumption units,
trtbtn^; o t9ker? lnto consideration by other committees and 
CormSS f rap? Sd; °S ?thTthe Minima wlg?s 
a standard fam^v ^at^ons5 Madras(1951) worked on the basis of 
thl Swtfnn ib ?f 3 co^n^Picpn units and 2,25 earners on 
intludld besi^^ T the. Potation worker ’ s family
Indus?;-????? the worker, his wife, and a child. The Special 
?e?iLTthi? Plantations, Coimbatore, subsequently"

T V5 earners Per family on the contention
that while in most cases rhe wife was also an earner, only 
in exceptional cases a child was found to work. An instance 
S the^i^T^1^ tribunal differed from the recommendations 
SfJ? Fair Wages committee may be had in the case of Gold 
M^®s K°lar Gold Fields V. Their workers( vide 1955 ILLJ 511) 
or emn?ovXrS de?3d®d that if in a particular region,Indus try 
units^a? evidence of more than 3 consumption
S Ya available, that should be taken. Since the Minimum 
Wages Committee’s report for Kolar Gold Fields has held, 

that the aver3ge working class family in these 
bh-ro ,°“313cdPf 3.5-3 consumption units per wage earner and 

^?%e)V3den?! to, the contrary, the Tribunal held that a 
a.a^d 13 o± 3*5-3 units should be adopted in the case of those 
mine workers for fixing minimum wages. In giving its decision 

bank appeal against the Sastry Award, the Labour Appellate 
lrj.bu.nal had proceeded on the assumption that a clerk would be 
entitled to 3 consumption units in his eighth year of 
service. The Bank Award Commission subsequently expressed the 
opinion that the method adopted by the Appellate Tribunal in 
thisrespect could not be seriously disputed. In the light of 
all cnese considerations, the Fair Wages Committee’s estimate of 
3 consumption units and one earner per family would appear to be 
the nearest approximation to an Indian standard and should 
continue to guide wage fixing authorities. However, it may have 
go be revised at a later date if warranted by the results of 
fresh family budget enquiries. Fresh family budget enquiries 
are,.in any case, necessary because the results of the old 
enquiries are very much out-dated and can be used only within 
broad limitations to serve current policy.

mines

In some foreign countries, there, is legal provision for 
calculating the basic wage for.a family of one wage earner 
having a wife and three children without taking into account the 
earnings of . his wife and his children. In India, however, there 
is no law to the effect that the earnings of the wife and 
children of a worker should not be taken into consideration for 
fixing the worker's wage. Consequently, wages have sometimes 
been fixed as in the case of the plantation worker after taking 
into account the earnings of the wife and/or children. This 
practice,however, has come in for a good deal of criticism. An 
argument has been put forward that often the woman goes to 
work only because her husband does not earn enough for the 
maintenance of the family. Under such circumstances, if she is 
counted as an earner for the purpose of calculating minimum 
wages for the family, it might thwart the very purpose for which 
she goes to work, by pulling down the -wage per earner. The 
procedure whereby the earnings of the wife and children, are 
taken into account in fixing wages has also been criticised by the 
Rege Committee who have in their Report quoted from "The Plantation 
Labour in India" by R.K.Dass; "A system of wages which requires 
the worker to depend upon the earnings of his wife and children 
or upon a subsidiary Industry just in order to earn the 
necessaries of life, not to talk of decencies, luxuries, and 
savings, can scarcely justify its existence from the point of 
view of social welfare or national economy." As the Award of

the
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Disputes) points out, not for wtellectuaZrtcSation^^^ °V°raen it is ? 
Because the male n?mh=T> 3 Dut for sheer necessity;
the benefit of the Employer wh^ ®a£n en°ugh" and "it is not for 
fact and deny her husbpn^wL^h 9 ^ake advantage of that 
himself and his family '• "to be Paid to maintain
these general conside^tioS mlght be held on
earnings of women and chi?dr^\>ould seem appropriate that the 
be disregarded forpur adolescents should
for workers. P oB determination of minimum wages

. according to which 
Great Britain, ■ 
over . a< million 
8 million have r

that it seldom^conforms Sthhr-%°^ept the averaSe family is 
practice of calculating th ^f^ty. Commenting on the 
settle what thousandslr%I^ ? synthetic family in order to 
below this average shouldYath membership above or 
Wootten says; "it llve upon’ Barbara
that in a school. S ^hinh unrealistic to.propose
thirteen, but thj aver = =? ^ge of the pupils As
the curriculum should h. ffA rahS®h from eight to eighteen, 
for thirteen year olds " Tn1?^ S? ^-be Suitable throughout
cites the uXd oIn 3uPP°rt of this contention, she
an^d“! iTSample Census returns of 1951, 

'lust undP^o^-^^u ^^i^ households in 
^t n d million have two children, just 
nn ^rce or four children and more than

average family ? chlldren at alls whereas in that country th^ 
adStf and Wo tr ?XTsA°5ent iS USaa1^ reckoned at two 
in the sam° dirpntfrn Thli?re^°• ^^rican experience points 
Labour StSiX ^1 the United States, the Bureau of 
of Smlly Budget” assumes a family
18 vews n? S ? Bacher, mother and two children( 8 and “
father’s wao-oc ~ a+.girJ a b°y respectively) where the 
stated thS S°le 3ource of income. It has been
above I pe^Son family of the type mentioned
thS L-nd an ^merican ideal, it was chosen as .
develop fn-fnmily for wh?m the budg®t should first be

? d* ^however remains an ideal as can be seen from the 
' nIr°--n?Sn? ^lted States which reveals that only 18.1

percent of households consist of four persons- 60.7 per 
cent have, fewer and 21.2 per cent have more members. The

^ab°OT has itself recognised this difficulty
.y exfering the following scales for determining equivalent 
incomes for families of varying sizes at the same level of living.

equivalent
ry

amily size

2-person family
3-person family
5-person family
6-person family

Per cent of cost of four-per son family

66
84

114
128

It is not only the family size, but also the age and 
sex composition of the members of the family and of the earners 
that is arbitrary. The Coal Tribunal have illustrated how 
different consumption units can be arrived at for a hypothetic 
family by v-rying the ages of children. As the Special Bench 
of the Labour Appellate Tribunal, in its decision in the 
appeals against the Sastry Award observed,the dependents can 
be the mother or father or both or younger sisters or younger 
brothers. In some cases again, the mother may be the earner 
in the family, because the father is disabled^ in others, all 
the persons in a family may be adults and so. on. A single budge 
cannot represent the reauirements of all family types nor of a 
single family throughout its life span, just as bonus which

is fixed...
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is fixed on the basis of average profits earned in an industry cmvk 
properly reflect profits earned by individual units in the industry. 
At the same time, a working principle must be found that would do 
justice to the pressure of social -and economic conditions on the 
family life of a workman and as satisfying such a working people, 
.the concept of the average family is unexpectionable. In fact, 
even those critics who have pointed to the unrealistic nature of 
the formula have not entirely discounted its social acceptability.

A second criticism that is made against the concept of the. 
standard family is really directed against the underlying principle 
that wages must be based on the needs of workers. It has been 
argued that "wages are job related, rather than need related"and that 
the attempt to set wages on the latter basis would soon 
create a chaotic wage structure. Since it would not recognise 
economic contribution, it would tend to be corrosive of individual 
effort. The attempt to base wages on needs and not on the work is 
glaringly brought out in regard to. wages of women. The arguments 
advanced favouring such a procedure have been many and varied. The 
Fair Wages Committee had stated that where women were employed on 
work exclusively done by them or where they were admittedly less 
efficient than men, there was every justification for calculating 
minimum and fair wages on the basis of the requirements of a smaller 
standard family in the ca.se of a woman than in the case, of a man. 
The Coal Tribunal which provided for only 2.25 consumption units 
in the case of female workers employed’ in manual work did so for 
the reasons ”(i) that the female worker generally belongs 'to a family 
group with at least one male earner as its head, (ii) that in the 
case of majority of female workers the basic wage at present 
fixed is about 75^ of what is fixed for the male workers, and 
(iii)that special amenities enjoyed by women like maternity benefits, 
provision of creches etc. should make up for the deficiency." 
Expressing its inability to accept these reasons, the Appellate 
Tribunal have now awarded equal pay for equal.work foremen and 
women. As for the last argument of theCoal Tribunal, the Appellate 
Tribunal have stated that it would be valid only if the assumption 
is made that women workers are in a permanent state of maternity 
and that tlaeir children are always in creches.

It is one thing to pay younger per sons, children and women 
less because they are inexperienced or turn out .less .work or do 
a simpl er job which requires less exertion^ it is quite another to 
do so on the count that they are unlikely to carry heavy family 
responsibilities and may themselves be partially supported by ... 
somebody else. It is difficult to agree with the latter proposition. 
Where work of identical nature is concerned, pay also should be 
identical irrespective of who does the work - a man, woman or 
child. Pay should be work-based only and not need-based. Aven 
the minimum wages calculated on the basis of a monthly budge for

the standard family .are and should be related t» a minimum 
quantum of work. It is not as if the minimum wages are paid 
irrespective of the quantum of work turned out and as a matter 
of grace to support the worker's family. The concept of the 
standard family is only a tool used for calculation of wages to 
see that they do not go down below a minimum level. Once the 
minimum wages are calculated for the lowest paid unskilled worker, 
in the country, all other wages are easy to calculate by introducing 
suitable wage differentials. The criticism against the concept 
of the standard family that it tries to settle wag^es on the basis 
of needs and as such will take away the incentives from the worker, 
will not, therefore,be valid. But,even at the minimum level, . . 
considering families in real life, of differing size and composition 
it is true that families having a lesser number of dependents than 
those assumed in the standard family will stand to gain and those 
on the other side of the line will suffer. Since the dependents

leaving out...
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age in? nioatly belong to the younger and the olu. ’
hpnJ,' + +CS Pension schemes might be introduced to
hn+ e.w^></2\,lail'ter group. This may not be immediately possible 
fnr eh-ii i 6 kept in view for ultimate implementation. As 
form-T^r in n? m&y be neither feasible nor desirable to grant 
1 f’ .^nces because it will encourage workers to build 

amilies which will go directly against all family
? a Programmes, The danger is particularly real when it 
. , ea±used that even without any kind of monetary or other 
+>. many workers consider children as an asset in
, nd .®y be used to supplement family income. On the othar

ana, in the case of a family having a lesser number of dependents 
nan the average family, the comparative advantage that the

worker gains from the standard wage will have to be considered 
as a premium for his prudence in restricting the size of his 
lamiiy or merely as a stroke of luck, according to circumstances.

.Norms of Food

.Minimum wages for the average family have to be based on 
requirements for food, clothing, ho using and so on. In a vast 
country such as ours, there are bound to be regional variations 
m these requirements owing to climatic conditions, food habits 
etc. .At the same time, a degree of uniformity can be ensured by 
adopting certain norms which would cover the minimum requirements 
in these matters. *.s regards food, different norms have been 
recommended by different authorities. The opinions expressed by 
Dr.Aykroyd*have usually carried weight with the wage fixing 
authorities. Dr.Aykroyd has prescribed dietary standards at 
two.levels - the optimum level and the adequate diet level. An 
optimum diet, according to him, is one which ensures the function
ing of the various life processes at their very best? whereas 
an adequate- diet maintains these processes, but not at their 
peak levels. The optimum, diet would include more of vitamins and 
less of proteins' in its caloric content,while the adequate diet 
would include more of proteins and less . of vitamins. Thus, the 
optimum diet would include more of fruits. and fresh vegetables than 
adequate diet. For the purpose of minimum wage determination, 
the worker and his family might be provided with food to correspond 
to the adequate diet which has been recommended by Dr.Aykroyd 
for the Nutrition Advisory Council:(This is composed of 
Cereals 14 ozs., pulses 3 ozs€, Vegetables 10 ozs., Milk 10 ozs.. 
Sugar 2 ozs.,Oil & Ghee 2 ozs., Fruits 2 ozs., Fish and Meat 3 ozs.$ 
and Eggs 1 oz.). The quantitative requirements of food are 
estimated in terms of heat units or 1 calories'. On broad terms, 
Dr Aykroyd has estimated the caloric requirements of a man doing 
moderate work at 3,000 and a man doing very hardwork at 3,600. 
Similarly, a woman doing moderate work would require 2,500 
calories and a woman doing hard work would require 3,000, In 
view of the somewhat lower metabolism of Indians, Dr.Aykroyd 
has considered a net intake of 2,700 calories to be adequate for 
an average Indian adult of moderate activity.b

Norms for clothing: As for clothing,no all India norm can 
be laid out in. view of differences in climatic conditions as between

* Other sources in this respect are (1) Industrial Nutrition by
Pyke Magnus ? (2) Food-Mac c arisen Robert, (3) Nutrition in 

Industry, and ILO Publication & (4) The Nutritive Value of Indian 
Foods and the Planning of satisfactory diets by Aykroyd W.B.

@ Vids Memorandum prepared by the Nutrition Advisory Committee of 
the Indian Council of Medical Research and the Animal

Nutrition Committee of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research.
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• Sf^PltAni^a^ ^P^011 of the norm used by
The Planning Commission have .to be appropriate
textiles in the country at a S n $+ requirements of cotton 
per annum, if this vard-tick^ ?a ^^PPtion of 18 ya-w 
but also lollen °W wtt‘1
the average workers ftmv ?Prhf 9 hf"311*3 of the wrker, 
entitled to 22 va rds 0?5 “'ould> on an average, be
worker's requirements Unfbfl1?b& a falr estimate of the 
those workers living in the coldly “?et the requirements of : 
Commission's estimX „„ 1 regions. The Planning 
but,it should bbe™lilfXSK?f^ the average Indias; 
is fairly industrial wrker vkindustrial worker

Sprmg for_Housing : In the matter 

co^tL^bT&fr^ 
”ntSa?Lnaa^ Wlth a two ro™aa tenement tlthlde^S dlt 
though it may not’to possible^toH ot?ar necessary accessories 
areas beeaus^ ” “ a11

S S® housing, Standards lai J
rino th® Standing LabourTho. aim shoula be to provide the

9

S»
major categories for which XvrdonhSt.l f® some of the 
head "miscellaneous", vnotfor m“®°n ba. to ba made under the be fuel and liXSg ?ls smup «uld
the findings of the old fam^M^l1 hay,e gone by
expenditure on these iteS more^?!^^1^®53 up the
the rise in the c^e ^^2^^® Same Proportion as
stressed on the bacis of cert current expenditure has bear
Tribunal (Colliery Disnut eq f norms. The All India Industrial 
recommendeded a sum of o/ X+ its recent coal award, has 
inclusive 1 towards miscellaneous items ' .
medical facilities for ib?l ?f’h excluE1ve of education and 
education and 1/8 for m^ifai ( •b-VS for
percentage the tri V®®1Cal facilities), in terms of
to about 20% of the total wa°e1S1°n Under "Miscellaneous" comes

for meetln^tAe^inim™eka?l?m^ in determining wages needed 
following oonsideraSXrSr:^^

consliVofXebcoSw"^  ̂ be taken to

for °f ^od, clothing,. L,;.
standards laid down by the Wtrition ?stlm£^d according to
of food, the Plannin g - Advlsory Council in the matt ,
Industrial House SuLcomittee ?f cl°thlng and the
as regards Housing. °f the Labour Committee

expenditure^the.e|ii^^ o^cr miscellaneous items of
the minimum wage shall be fixed in 1 baJe to be made in computing 
fresh family budget enqulrf^ with the results of
available.it shall be as^ed’nJi U<^ 4me as these results : , 
exnendii-iwo assumed thar pvosion for "Miscellexpenditure shall constitute 20% of the total ware ellaneous

available.it
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